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Setting the Scene: Theological Interpretation of Scripture Today
The early twenty-first century has seen the tide of theological interpretation rush back in. Those who had become habituated to picking their way through the pebbles on Dover Beach, lamenting the receding roar of the theological voice in the barren lands of exegetical minutiae, were rudely awakened by the unexpected crashing upon the shore of 'the theological interpretation of scripture'. Crowded conference rooms and repristinated publishing schedules attested to this new yet old phenomenon, and the much-touted rapprochement between academic biblical studies and serious theological enquiry suddenly found itself not short of programmatic manifestos and aspirational declarations of intent.
Like any incoming tide, this one brings with it signs of life along with evidence of failed projects of the past: the debris of interpretative schemes that rested on dogmatic foreclosure, rather than a proper theological confidence. Among our interpretative forebears, the ghosts of Christians past do not line up neatly all on one side or the other of a map of fruitful exegetical endeavour. Blanket appeals for and against -'the Church's deposit of faith must rule interpretation!'/'the text must be allowed to speak against the tradition!' -may work as slogans, but do not reflect the overlapping commitments and inter-weaving practices that could characterise good theological interpretation of scripture in God's economy today. Such allencompassing perspectives gain what little leverage they have only by operating at some distance from the detailed work of reading specific texts with theological and imaginative energy.
The initial enthusiasm of and for theological interpretation, not to mention various cautious and puzzled voices in response, might now be settling into something calmer and more long-term, where the serious work to be done involves careful theological attention to specific texts. It will take time to determine whether the tide is on its way back out, or can really help to re-draw the map.
The present article attempts to explore one small corner of the map: the extent to which theological concerns in the reading of scripture may recalibrate the nature of our interest in history, or historical reconstruction. Such considerations, when pursued on a conceptual level, often devolve into fruitless generalisations about 'historical criticism' and whether it was 'a Good Thing' or not, a la 1066 and All
That. There were many aspects to (various) historical criticisms: some were doubtless reductive and problematic for thoughtful attention to scriptural texts, while others were essential for real engagement with writings that come to us from far distant times and cultures. Shorn of sufficient caveats and qualifications, it may be the case that historical criticism, tout court, never really existed. 1 Most likely, theological interpretation will also need careful caveats to become a useful category, and in particular its relationship to historical enquiry is unlikely to be either complete antipathy or entirely harmonious integration. Here I will argue that historical contextualisation of the scriptural text is one key element of theological reading, but that this category or 'contextualisation' is looser and less predictable than is sometimes the case in some traditional questions of historical reference or accuracy.
The book of Daniel furnishes us with a range of admirable test cases for such an enquiry, and the specific conceptual tools that facilitate the investigation come from Hans Frei's historical analysis of the nature of biblical interpretation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative.
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The next section establishes the lie of the land in the interpretation of Daniel, drawing from some of the ways in which the debate was handled in the nineteenth century, for reasons of both rhetorical and conceptual clarity. Then Frei's working conceptualities are introduced and sketched with respect to the questions of theological and up to bat in the 1860's avowedly to oppose 'that tide of scepticism, which the publication of the Essays and Reviews let loose upon the young and uninstructed ', 3 and holding little back in these much-cited words:
The book of Daniel is especially fitted to be a battle-field between faith and unbelief. It admits of no half-measures. It is either Divine or an imposture. … The writer, were he not Daniel, must have lied on a frightful scale, … In a word, the whole book would be one lie in the Name of God. 4 The climactic essay in Essays and Reviews was Benjamin Jowett's celebrated discussion on 'the Interpretation of Scripture Like Any Other Book', 5 a practice of which Jowett was in favour. In essence he proposed a decluttering with 'regard to a priori notions about its [scripture's] nature and origin. It is to be interpreted like other books' … though note that he goes on 'Yet not without a sense that as we read there grows upon us the witness of God in the world, anticipating in a rude and primitive age the truth that was to be …'. where, to complete our little circle of discourse, he arrived at a discussion of Pusey's concerns. He begins by noting that 'few would venture to use such language in these days', and that Pusey's is 'always a perilous style to adopt', before -perhaps inevitably -adopting it forthwith. Thus Pusey's approach 'is founded on an immense and inexcusable anachronism. It avails itself of an utterly false misuse of the words "faith" and "unbelief," by which "faith" becomes a mere synonym for "that which I esteem orthodox," or that which has been the current opinion in ages and our conscience as lights which light every man who is born into the world, we must walk by these lights in all questions which belong to these domains.' 10 In short this is a theological analysis, of sorts, of the necessity for scientific or critical exegesis, call it what you will, in the service of arriving at God's truth. How that does or does not work -for example how this God is known in the first place -may be the subject of much discussion, but we may take it as at least a modest pointer to the problematic tendency to polarise theological over against historical-critical modes of argumentation, rather than to see them in a more complex relationship of mutual respect.
A third observation is that the spectacle of Pusey vs. proportion of our interpretive energy is rightly accorded to comparative data, which is often most illuminating on the least theologically relevant aspects of the interpreter's task. As Childs wrote over 30 years ago it is a perplexing phenomenon that the increase in our historical knowledge concerning Daniel has not been matched by increased theological insight. 15 Secondly, by way of comparing the arguments then and now, it turns out that the substantive issues in the reading of Daniel in connection with history may be nuanced, but are in fact neither generated nor controlled by the precise state of our historical knowledge of the background to the book. These observations prepare the ground for the main argument that follows.
It is with some difficulty that I must tear myself away from this glorious Victorian mode of argument, and prescind from some of Farrar's choicest phrases -'rash and incompetent assertion', 'slovenly treatises which only serve to throw dust in the eyes of the ignorant' 16 -and turn to today.
The Eclipse of Daniel's Narrative
The long stand-off between so-called critical and so-called conservative approaches Aramaic do not allow linguistic considerations to rule out a date as early as the 5 th century. I think Shepherd's view is a little close to 'one cannot prove it isn't true', but the caution is helpful. 15 for other purposes it would be appropriate to explore the ways in which Frei's account is more nuanced than this. For example, he actually claimed that the ascriptive and descriptive were not traditionally distinguished, which is why it is no counter-argument to Frei's thesis that one can find descriptive issues being pondered by pre-modern readers. 17 The titular eclipse of which Frei spoke came when the rise of historical consciousness rent asunder what had previously been put together, i.e. the descriptive and the ascriptive, thereby collapsing the 'real' world into the 'historical' world. Nevertheless, for our present purposes, the basic distinction that we need is that between literal-literary reading and literal-factual reading. Specifically, such approaches fail to receive the text as it actually is. 19 However, there is a problem with the way this critical analysis is sometimes, indeed usually, pursued. One way of seeing this relates to the consensus move to the 2 nd century BCE as the time of composition of the book. Many critics follow Farrar in thinking that this kind of temporal distance between author and historical circumstance explains the various perceived inaccuracies of the text: at such a remove they were not to know better. Farrar's version: 'the feeblest reasoner will see that while a writer may easily be accurate in general facts, and even in details, respecting an age long previous to that in which he wrote, the existence of violent errors as to matters with which a contemporary must have been familiar at once refutes all pretence of historic authenticity'. 20 Collins' summary offers a typically more modestly phrased, but substantively similar judgment: 'The historical problems of Daniel 1-6 suggest that these stories were not composed in the sixth century by anyone close to the Babylonian court'. 21 To avoid misrepresentation, we should note that Collins' own view is that one should nevertheless hold back from assigning the tales to the 2 nd century, since they do not reflect any real awareness of the persecution suffered under Antiochus Epiphanes. Collins thus locates the tales in product.
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The turn away from compositional unity is doubtless a move in the right direction, though it is probably not a particularly significant move with respect to actual interpretation of the finished book of Daniel.
However, the focal question for our purposes is this: why must anyone think that someone close to the Babylonian court is disqualified as author simply because there are historical (i.e. referential) problems? The assumption that has been allowed to pass here is straightforwardly the mirror-image of the conservative assumption that the book is invested in literal-factual reference, but with the opposite conclusion as to whether it turned out to be successful. Once broaden the frame of When one comes to Daniel 11 even Goldingay is unable to retain his historical disinterest, because this chapter either makes no sense at all without being construed as some sort of reference to the Ptolemy and Seleucid rulers who followed Alexander the Great (cf 11:4), or it operates in the symbolic wilderness of the heirs of Hal Lindsay, the hermeneutics of which must be for another occasion. movements and encounters that will see him meet his death, unaided and alone, encamped between the sea and the holy mountain (i.e. in the land of Israel).
Meanwhile, to the best of our knowledge, Antiochus had gone East, and died of some unspecified disease, downcast and wrestling with defeat, in Persia around November 164BCE. 25 The tradition that he died from consumption appears to come from Porphyry's 'mortuus est maerore consumptus', more simply understood as 'died by grief consumed'. 26 The datum with which interpreters have to deal is that the end of Antiochus did not come about in the manner or location prophesied. The interpretive options during the eclipse were roughly three: (i) hold on for factual historical reference by deferring 11:40-45 to the end-times; (ii) accept the failure of factual historical reference, and either thereby down-grade the significance or respect to be accorded to this chapter, or defer instead to the value of the picture it offers of prophetic hope or expectation at the time, even if the hope proved unfounded; or (iii) argue that the text does not intend to be prophetic of specific realities, but paints 'an imaginative scenario of the kind of issue that must come from present events' and was not attempting to be 'a literal account of events before they take place'. the desecration of the temple altar. 31 There is a great deal of debate at the moment about the congruity or otherwise of the Maccabees accounts with what we know in general of Seleucid foreign policy -the jury is not so much out as fully divided.
Honigman thinks that Seleucid foreign policy did not in general include religious persecution, which is itself a category that needs careful handing with respect to 2 nd century BCE political conceptualities, and thus Antiochus' undeniable persecution was probably not focused around such matters, polemical accounts notwithstanding.
More political/postcolonial approaches read Daniel's apocalyptic as rooted in reaction to the terrors of Seleucid military oppression. assault the temple; you can mistreat its holy vessels; you can enforce devotion to false gods; you can set yourself or your own sacrifices up in God's place … but you will not -in the end, as it were -succeed. Of course readers may dissent from these estimations, but the fact that in any given case they are not historically accurate is not the point at issue. They are true of the world (indeed the beautiful land) into which the text invites its readers. Ascriptive reading remains an option, or perhaps we should say: now re-emerges as an option on the far side of the eclipse of biblical narrative.
Conclusion
Theological interpretation should be deeply invested in historical contextualisation of scriptural texts, but not because it needs to discern certain forms of historical reference. The exercise of disciplined historical imagination delivers us to the point where we may begin to look for ascriptive readings, after Hans Frei. The criticalconservative stand-off over the book of Daniel was a thing marvellous in its own eyes, but it has had its time, times, and half a time. We should seal it up (for the time 
